
   

Overview 

Korea's renewable energy dissemination policy has been implemented based on the Renewable Portfolio 

Standards (RPS) since 2012. In Korea, the obligatory target under the RPS is not for power distribution companies, 

but for power generation companies with generation facilities of 500 MW or more. As of 2022, 24 power generation 

companies are following the obligation. In 2022, the mandatory supply ratio is 12.5% of the previous year's base 

generation, which is about 58.7 TWh based on the thermal power generation and corresponds to 78.7 million 

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). The obligated supplier fulfills the obligation by procuring RECs through long-

term contracts, self-constructions, and the REC spot market. The most important indicator in procurement of RECs is 

the REC spot price, which is determined by direct and indirect influences such as market shape, REC demand and 

supply, levelized cost of energies (LCOEs) of renewable generations, and electricity market price. Among them, the 

spot market was opened for the smooth fulfillment of the obligations of the supplier, and trades are conducted twice 

a week (Tuesday and Thursday). In this study, major factors affecting the REC spot market price were identified using 

AI-based statistical techniques targeting the Korean REC spot market, and the short-term REC price was predicted 

based on the model. 

Methods 

The REC price can be theoretically estimated by subtracting the 

System Marginal Price (SMP) from the LCOE (Levelized Cost of 

Electricity) [1]. However, this estimation formula does not reflect the 

various policies and factors of the renewable business so the results may 

be distorted in real-world transactions. New REC spot market price 

estimation methods have been proposed to overcome this problem [2-4]. 

However, forecasting is difficult due to the correlation between the REC 

price and potential future business environments and policy changes. In 

this study, we propose REC spot market analysis models that 

comprehensively reflect the renewable energy industry environment and 

national policies in Korea's electricity ecosystem. The proposed models 

perform REC spot market simulations that comprehensively utilize 

various factors, including national energy and electricity policies, 

renewable energy plans, electricity markets, oil prices, and economic 

indicators such as exchange rates.  

 

The main influencing factors of the simulation models are as follows: 

1. REC spot market: AI-based statistical estimation 

2. Electricity market: SMP estimation based on energy supply and demand 

3. Renewable energy status: dissemination status and national renewable energy dissemination goal 

4. REC selection contract: AI-based bidding, statistical patterns for transactions 

5. National energy policy: policy direction, such as a change in supply obligation quota 

6. Economic indicators such as oil prices and exchange rates: forecasts of indicators by national institutions 
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Figure 1. Correlation between  

REC price, quantity and SMP 



Time series-based AI algorithms [5] can be used for short-term price estimation. We adopt a recursive estimation 

model to estimate the price for one month into the future and use the estimated price for training. We extend the short-

term predictions beyond 12 months using a re-sampling methodology (Gibbs sampling and bootstrapping) and 

construct a simulation model based on the econometric model [6-7]. We use the Feature Permutation Importance 

Method [8] to analyze the importance of influence factors. The model is validated based on the minimum mean 

absolute error (MAE) between the actual and the estimated REC prices. 

Results 

We trained a time series-based AI model to estimate short-term REC spot transaction volume and transaction 

amount using data up to March 2022, and tested the model on the next three months of data (from April to June 2022). 

Compared to the average, the resulting MAE volume and amount were 12.8% and 8.2%, respectively, which were 

relatively large errors compared to the average transaction volume and average transaction amount of the historical 

data. This suggests that interpreting the REC spot market only through trend analysis may cause distortion. Thus, it 

would be reasonable to develop and apply an AI-based in-depth model that heuristically reflects changes in policy 

goals.  

Conclusions 

The composite analysis conducted in this study uses a scenario-based comprehensive simulation model. Scenarios 

are established according to the order of importance of influencing factors and policy implications derived from past 

policy performance. In the simulation model, it is possible to provide not only future estimates of important factors, 

but also the predicted simulation results of the REC spot market in consideration of the characteristics such as 

renewable energy dissemination policies and changes in the electricity market and energy policy. Through this study, 

it is possible to analyze the impact of policy implications such as the renewable energy dissemination policies and 

RPS according to the scenarios. It is expected that the cause analysis will provide a basis for reflecting on the impact 

of new policies in the future. 
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